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LINKER M27

Reuse your links and reload M27 linkbelt fast and easy. The linker
comes with three link magazines which fits 20 links each and one
hopper which fits 50 rds. Reloading linkbelts have never been
easier.

Technical Specification Accessories:
 
Item no:  LM27-000 Singel row hopper
Depth:     40 cm Item no: LM27-001
Width:     34 cm. inc crank
Height:    42 cm. inc hopper Link magazine
Weight:    7,3 kg Item no: LM27-004
Material:  Steel and plastic
Color:      Black
 
The product has design protection
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Link machine with a single row hopper
for 20 rds allows you to link various
types of ammunition in a specific order.
____

Original hopper fills one linkbelt with 50
rds with only two turns of the crank.
____

Open the lid to change the hopper.
Link magazines can be filled separately
or directly into the machine.
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LINKER M13

Reuse your links and reload M13 linkbelt fast and easy. The linker
comes with three link magazines which fits 20 links each and one
hopper which fits 50 rds. Reloading linkbelts have never been
easier.

Technical Specification Accessories:
 
Item no:  LM13-000 Singel row hopper
Depth:     45 cm Item no: LM13-001
Width:     38 cm. inc crank
Height:    47 cm. inc hopper Link magazine
Weight:    9,5 kg Item no: LM13-004
Material:  Steel and plastic
Color:      Black
 
The product has design protection
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Link machine with a single row hopper
for 20 rds allows you to link various
types of ammunition in a specific order.
____

Original hopper fills one linkbelt with 50
rds with only two turns of the crank.
____

Open the lid to change the hopper.
Link magazines can be filled separately
or directly into the machine.
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LINKER linkbelt DM1

Link your DM1 linkbelt fast and easy. The linker comes with three link
magazines which fits 20 links each and one hopper which fits 50
rds. Reloading linkbelts have never been easier.

Technical Specification Accessories:
 
Item no:  LDM1-000 Singel row hopper
Depth:     45 cm Item no: LDM1-001
Width:     38 cm. inc crank
Height:    47 cm. inc hopper
Weight:    9,3 kg
Material:  Steel and plastic
Color:      Black
 
The product has design protection
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Link machine with a single row
hopper for 20 rds allows you to link
various types of ammunition in a
specific order.
____

Original hopper fills one link belt with
50 rds with only two turns of the
crank.
____

Open the lid to change the hopper.
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LINKER M9

Reuse your links and reload M9 link belts fast and easy. The linker
comes with three link magazines which fits 15 links each and one
hopper which fits 25 rds. Reloading link belts have never been
easier.

Technical Specification Accessories:
 
Item no:  LM9-000 Singel row hopper
Depth:     46 cm Item no: LM9-001
Width:     54 cm. inc crank
Height:    57 cm. inc hopper Link magazine
Weight:   18 kg Item no: LM9-004
Material:  Steel and plastic
Color:      Black
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The product has design protection

Link machine with a single row hopper
for 15 rds allows you to link various
types of ammunition in a specific
order.
____

Original hopper fills one linkebelt with
25 rds with only two turns of the
crank.
____

Open the lid to change the hopper.
Link magazines can be filled
separately or directly into the
machine.
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DELINKER M27

Delink your linkbelt fast and easy. Delinking link belts have never
been easier.

Technical Specification
 
Item no:  DM27-000
Depth:     40 cm
Width:     34 cm. inc crank
Height:    32 cm.
Weight:    7,0 kg
Material:  Steel and plastic
Color:      Black
 
The product has design protection
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Delink ammobelt to be used in
magazines or be returned to
ammo deposit.
____

One turn of the crank delink 24
rds.
____

The machine separates links
and ammo.
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DELINKER M13

Delink your linkbelt fast and easy. Delinking link belts have never
been easier.

Technical Specification
 
Item no:  DM13-000
Depth:     45 cm
Width:     38 cm. inc crank
Height:    36 cm.
Weight:    9,0 kg
Material:  Steel and plastic
Color:      Black
 
The product has design protection
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Delink ammobelt to be used in
magazines or be returned to
ammo deposit.
____

One turn of the crank delink 24
rds.
____

The machine separates links
and ammo.
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DELINKER linkbelt DM1

Delink your linkbelt fast and easy. Delinking link belts have never
been easier.

Technical Specification
 
Item no:  DDM1-000
Depth:     45 cm
Width:     38 cm. inc crank
Height:    36 cm.
Weight:    9,0 kg
Material:  Steel and plastic
Color:      Black
 
The product has design protection
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Delink ammobelt to be used in
magazines or be returned to
ammo deposit.
____

One turn of the crank delink 21
rds.
____

The machine separates links and
ammo.
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Benefits

- Save ammocost by relinking your used links.

- Cuts your ammunition expense.

- The system saves time and makes it much
easier to reload used ammobelts.

- Delink and reload your ammobelt in new
order, tracer, dim tracer, etc.

- Delink ammobelt for use in magazines.

- Delink at ammo depot, half or partially used
linkbelt.

- More time for shooting exercises.
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Contact

Box 2001
SE-141 02 Huddinge
Stockholm, Sweden

info@swedishordnance.com
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